
Dani Moon & Jack Miele have teamed up to create a soulful
experience inspired by the music scene of New Orleans,
LA. Their first single “New Light Shining” off the album
“Same Moon” (release date TBA) is set to release on March
9, 2021 for itunes, danimoon.ca and all major music
platforms. Look for it on Apple Music in the “Coming Soon”
section to pre-order today. This is a must have album for
people looking to be transported to a journey where you
walk along the streets of New Orleans and find your way
onto Frenchmen Street . The uplifting sound of New Light
Shining inspires hope to the audience.

She graduated from Theatre Arts (performing) at Mount
Royal College in Calgary Alberta, but quickly realized she
wanted to focus on pursuing singing and songwriting. Her
first band, McLean and Moon, dropped the album “Between
11th and 10th” in 2002 which Thom Moon played and
produced. Dani and Thom later created “Big Schemes Little
Dreams”, in 2004. The years in between and leading up to
2009 saw her living in France and Brazzaville, Congo. These
experiences gave Dani countless inspiration for her music
and writing.

Dani Moon & Jack Miele
Productions set to release their
first single of 2021 "New Light
Shining" from the upcoming
album "Same Moon".

Dani Moon was born in Tucson Arizona and moved to
Bragg Creek, Alberta Canada at 6. She has been
surrounded by music and the arts her entire life. Her
stepfather, Thom Moon, is a professional drummer. With
memories of Dani singing along to Ian Tyson in front of a
mirror with a hairbrush when she was seven years old, it
was evident Dani was born to sing.

New Light Shining was such a beacon of hope in such
a dark time and it was exactly what we all needed to
hear.
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https://www.jackmiele.com/
https://danimoon.ca/
https://danimoon.ca/music/#thread-count
https://danimoon.ca/music/#perpendicular
https://danimoon.ca/music/#between-11
https://danimoon.ca/music/#big-schemes
https://youtu.be/frYMiBKZLYs


Working with Dani Moon and watching
her grow as an artist has been an
absolutely amazing experience. Dani
always gives 150% in the studio and truly
cares about the songs she is crafting, as
well as how they affect the listener. New
Light Shining was such a beacon of hope
in such a dark time and it was exactly
what we all needed to hear. That song
shows the growth and introspection of her
songwriting. I can't wait to hear what she
comes up with next.

While walking the streets of Paris songs inspired by her
surroundings. In 2009 she moved back to her hometown of
Bragg Creek. During her pregnancy with TRIPLETS , Dani
continued to harness her creative energy with musician
Tim Jeffery and later with musician Dave Hamilton to
further develop her musical catalogue. “Thread Count“ was
released out of the Music Shed Studios in New Orleans.

Although growing up in Canada, Dani has always been
drawn to soul and southern music, especially what comes
out of New Orleans. Particularly Harry Connick Jr. She
loves the "idea of story-telling through songwriting", and is
thrilled to be collaborating with Jack Miele Productions
and his team out of New Orleans on the songs for her next
album, Same Moon.

Jack Miele- Producer / Engineer
(Rod Stewart, Zac Brown Band, American Horror Story, Ani
DiFranco)


